GAMES
ALLIANCE GAME
DISTRIBUTORS

ECOS: NEW HORIZON EXPANSION

AYG AOA1012...........................$37.50

ARES GAMES

ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #252

25TH CENTURY GAMES

BATTLESTAR GALACTICA: STARSHIP BATTLES
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.

TERRAIN UPGRADE EXPANSION

Upgrade your experience with this Terrain
Upgrade. Adds Doors, Trees and Plastic
Objective Markers and Event markers.
Fuel your imagination with 3D Terrain to
give your cityscapes that finishing touch —
even as you put the “finishing touch” on
your adversaries! Doors, Trees, Colored
Objectives, and Event Markers afford you
a quick overview of important locations on
the battlefield.
AYG AOA1031...........................$30.00

ALDERAC
ENTERTAINMENT GROUP
CHISTMAS LIGHTS CARD GAME:
2ND EDITION

Trade, replace and arrange your bulbs as
you compete to build the most specatcular
light display in town! The box includes
additional rules for 12 bonus games
suitable for players of all ages. HO HO
HO! Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
CGG TFC16000............................$9.99

ADDITIONAL COUNTER SET EXPANSION PACK

This set includes four punchboards with the full set of damage counters, special
counters and markers as FTL markers, special templates as Asteroid fields, Planetoid
and Spaceship base templates, and all the cardboard accessories from the Battlestar
Galactica Starship Battles Starter Set. Increase the number of spaceships you can
play with, and the variety of scenarios you can play, with this Additional Counter Set.
AGS BSG502A	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$12.90

ACADEMY GAMES

AGENTS OF MAYHEM
WAR CHEST: SIEGE EXPANSION

CIVIL OVERWATCH
PATROL EXPANSION

AYG AOA1030...........................$25.00

Not all battles are fought on the open field.
In many cases defenders hide behind the
thick walls of mighty castles. Now is the time
to prepare for Siege! As castles grew larger
and stronger throughout the middle ages,
new ways evolved to scale, knock down, and
even undermine their walls. In War Chest:
Siege you will be confronted with fortified
locations. Fear not, you have siege towers
and trebuchets at your disposal and hardy
sappers to both build your own fortifications
and undermine your opponents. Can you
successfully return to the battlefield with your
war engines in this ingenious and engaging
game of tactics and strategy?
AEG 7071...................................$24.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GTM contains articles on gameplay,
previews and reviews, game related
fiction, and self contained games and
game modules, along with solicitation
information on upcoming game and
hobby supply releases.
GTM 252................................ $3.99

GAMES

JOHNNY GAT IS BACK EXPANSION

Now your expanding continent can include
iconic landscape features! Add Kilimanjaro,
the Sahara, Serengeti, and others to your
developing world. And of course, there are
more animals to increase the population of
your ecosystem - from Nile Crocodiles to
herds of Zebra. New Horizon introduces
a new type of card mechanic to play these
landscape features, and each interacts with
the landscape in a unique way that will affect
all players choices throughout the game. Can
your plans withstand the creeping expansion
of the Sahara or benefit from the deep jungle
of the Congo Basin?
AEG 7094.......................................$24.99

FASTER THAN LIGHT EXPANSION PACK

This new additional rules set enlarges the Battlestar Galactica - Starship Battles
game, introducing many optional rules allowing the players to broaden their game
experiences and possibilities. In this pack you will find additional rules for planetoids
and clouds, introducing new kinds of planetoids as the orbiting planetoid; all the
rules for spaceships to take off and land; the use of missiles, expanding the firepower
of the spaceships you can play with, both old and new ones, increasing the game
options guiding your missiles in a search of enemy targets; and finally Advanced
FTL movement rules that allow the players to really jump along the game surface,
avoiding opponent attacks and execute deadly surprise attacks on enemy spaceships.
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
AGS BSG002A	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$19.90
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SWORD & SORCERY

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.

AVALANCHE PRESS

CATALYST GAME LABS
SHADOWRUN RPG: 6TH EDITION
COLLAPSING NOW

Scheduled to ship in December 2020.
CAT 28450....................................... $44.99

GAMES

PANZER GRENADIER:
FIRE & SWORD
ANCIENT CHRONICLES - MINIONS

The Sword & Sorcery - Ancient Chronicles
Minions add-on is used to replace the
cardboard minion figures included in
Ancient Chronicles and in Northwind
Tales with 20 high quality plastic figures,
in the same 30mm scale as the figures
representing Heroes and Enemies.
AGS GRPR212............................$14.90

Soviet armies began their offensive to
isolate the Hungarian capital of Budapest
in October 1944. The city would be
surrounded in December, but did not fall
until February 1945. During that time, as
German and Hungarian troops fought to
hodl the city against the beseiging Soviet
and Romanian forces, the Axis launched
repeated offensives to relieve Budapest
even as Soviet armies neared Berlin.
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
APL 0342....................................$99.99

BANDAI CO.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

DRAGON BALL SUPER:
UNISON WARRIORS
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.

SHADOWRUN RPG:
HIGH ROLLERS DICE PACK

This custom collection of dice bears the markings
of some of Shadowrun’s most powerful corps.
With special corporate logos accompanying
the 5s and 6s, a glitch mark on the 1, and an
assortment of colors, these dice enhance any
Shadowrun game - and make it easy to pick out
one to use as the wild die!
CAT 28505......................................... $19.99

CHESSEX MANUFACTURING

BOREALIS: 12MM D6 LUMINARY DICE
BLOCKS (36 DICE)
ANCIENT CHRONICLES - SPAWN
GATES AND GODS’ SHRINES

In every Sword & Sorcery quest you can
find key places, useful for your adventure
or lethal for your characters: Spawn Gates
and God’s Shrines. This add-on replaces the
cardboard spawn gates and altars included
in the normal version of the game with plastic
figures properly sized to fit our terrain tiles
and designed to optimize the playing area.
Also included is a beautiful 3D party token,
to mark the position of the Heroes during the
Journey phase. This set also includes three
exclusive cards inspired by the backers of the
Ancient Chronicles Kickstarter campaign.
AGS GRPR211............................$14.90

WINGS OF GLORY

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.

ICICLE/LIGHT BLUE

CHX 27981.................................$13.98

LIGHT SMOKE/SILVER

CHX 27978.................................$13.98

PREMIUM PACK SET 4
SUPREME RIVALRY
DISPLAY (8)

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
BAN 2559755.................... $127.68

LIGHT GREEN/GOLD

CHX 27975.................................$13.98

PINK/SILVER

CHX 27984.................................$13.98

ALBATROS D.VA VS. SPAD XIII

AGS WGF001B...........................$29.90

PURPLE/WHITE

CHX 27977.................................$13.98

SET 4 SUPREME RIVALRY
BOOSTER DISPLAY (24)
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FOKKER DR. I VS.
SOPWITH CAMEL

AGS WGF001A..........................$29.90

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
BAN 2559753...................... $95.76

BOREALIS: LUMINARY
SET OF TEN D10S

LIGHT SMOKE/SILVER
ROYAL PURPLE/GOLD

LIGHT SMOKE/SILVER

CHX 27778...................................$9.98

CHX 27987.................................$13.98

CHX 27578...................................$9.98

ICICLE/LIGHT BLUE

GAMES

CHX 27381.................................$13.98

POLYHEDRAL PINK/SILVER

CHX 27584...................................$9.98

PINK/SILVER LUMINARY
SKY BLUE/WHITE

CHX 27784...................................$9.98

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

LIGHT GREEN/GOLD

CHX 27375.................................$13.98

CHX 27986.................................$13.98

PURPLE/WHITE

CHX 27577...................................$9.98

PURPLE/WHITE LUMINARY

CHX 27777...................................$9.98

LIGHT SMOKE/SILVER

CHX 27378.................................$13.98

TEAL/GOLD

CHX 27985.................................$13.98

BOREALIS: LUMINARY
POLYHEDRAL 7-DIE SET SAMPLER

CHX 29917...............................$179.64

BOREALIS: 16MM
D6 LUMINARY DICE
BLOCK (12 DICE)

ROYAL PURPLE/GOLD

CHX 27587...................................$9.98

ROYAL PURPLE/GOLD

CHX 27787...................................$9.98

PINK/SILVER

CHX 27384.................................$13.98

BOREALIS: POLYHEDRAL
LUMINARY 7-DIE SET

ICICLE/LIGHT BLUE

CHX 27781...................................$9.98

SKY BLUE/WHITE

CHX 27786...................................$9.98

ICICLE/LIGHT BLUE

CHX 27581...................................$9.98
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BOREALIS: POLYHEDRAL
LUMINARY 7-DIE SETS

LIGHT GREEN/GOLD

CHX 27775...................................$9.98

SKY BLUE/WHITE

CHX 27586...................................$9.98

TEAL/GOLD

CHX 27785...................................$9.98

TEAL/GOLD

CHX 27585...................................$9.98

LIGHT GREEN/GOLD

CHX 27575...................................$9.98

BOREALIS: LUMINARY SET OF TEN D10S

PURPLE/WHITE

SKY BLUE/WHITE

ROYAL PURPLE/GOLD

TEAL/GOLD

CHX 27377.................................$13.98

CHX 27386.................................$13.98

GAMES

CHX 27387.................................$13.98

CHX 27385.................................$13.98

COBBLESTONE GAMES

In Builders of Blankenburg, you
are one of many people working
to build up the town and earn
prestige in the eyes of the count.
Prestige is earned by building
structures throughout the town, but
to do so you’ll need enough silver
to purchase the proper resources
with which to build. Pay attention
to the citizens of the growing
town. If you build what theyre
looking for, you’ll have a steady
stream of income. Builders of
Blankenburg introduces the novel
citizen track, an ever increasing
populace who seek different
places to live and work, while also
serving to determine the length of the game. But beware, new events and visitors
each turn can disrupt your best laid plans. Make your imprint on Blankenburg to
become its most prestigious builder and earn the key to the town! Scheduled to ship
in January 2029
COB 001	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$60.00

BUILDERS OF BLANKENBURG:
FIELDS & FLOCKS
EXPANSION

Fields & Flocks adds a whole new
level of strategy to Builders of
Blankenburg with the introduction
of the Harvest phase. Players now
have the ability to raise crops and
livestock as alternate ways to earn
income and prestige, utilizing their
serfs in worker placement fashion.
In addition to the new Harvest
phase, Fields & Flocks also adds
full 6-player support to the game,
perfect for larger gaming groups. This expansion not only adds a side board, serfs,
fields, and flocks, it also expands the available Citizens, Events, Visitors, and Characters,
allowing for greater replayability. Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
COB 005	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $50.00
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BUILDERS OF
BLANKENBURG
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STEVEN RHODES
COLLECTION
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GAMES

CRYPTOZOIC
ENTERTAINMENT

JOKER’S CALLING CARD

CZE 20009.................................$75.00

Cryptkins do exist and they’re ready
to break loose! Cryptkins Unleashed
goes bigger with Cryptozoic’s original
IP featuring creatures from myth and
folklore. The seven core 5-inch vinyl
figures with all-new poses are Bigfoot,
Nessie, Chupacabra, Cthulhu, Mothman,
Unicorn, and Bob, the skeletal character
from Cryptozoics logo who is coming
to life to celebrate the companys 10year anniversary. In addition, collectors
can chase rare Bone-Chilling Variants!
Sculpted by Sam Greenwell, each figure
comes packaged in a window box.
Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
BIGFOOT
CZE 28432.................................$14.99
MOTHMAN
CZE 28463.................................$14.99
UNICORN
CZE 28487.................................$14.99

DC LIFE-SIZED
HAND STATUES

Catwoman 7-inch Movie Collectible
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
CZE 28593.................................$29.99

2021

HARLEY QUINN PUDDIN’ POP

CZE 23024.................................$75.00

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
DV1 058.....................................$99.99

ZERO LEADER: ACES EXPANSION

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
DV1 058A...................................$19.99

LET’S DIG FOR TREASURE

EPIC SPELL WARS OF THE
BATTLE WIZARDS DBG:
ANNIHILAGEDDON - GANG
BANGERS EXPANSION

CZE 27527.................................$75.00

ZERO LEADER

DC MOVIE COLLECTIBLES:
CATWOMAN

Each hand-painted statue is made of highquality polyresin and stand at minimum 9
inches tall from base to tip of the accessory
they are holding! Perfect for collectors!
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.

BATMAN WITH BATARANG

DON’T TALK TO STRANGERS

Don’t Talk to Strangers starts when school
lets out for the day - mom and dad haven’t
noticed yet, but STRANGERS are popping
up everywhere - and these STRANGERS
are really strange - ‘from another planet’
strange! Each turn you’ll play a new
movement card in order to navigate your
kids - one at a time - from the starting
school space, across the board to a
‘scoring space’, that’s both safe from aliens
and a fun way to waste the afternoon!
CZE 28883.................................$19.99

CRYPTKINS UNLEASHED

JAN
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DAN VERSSEN GAMES

Scheduled to ship in March 2021.

Annihilageddon is an exciting
celebration of Cryptozoic’s hit cerberus
deckbuilding engine, set in the overthe-top world of Epic Spell Wars. Fans
of the original Epic Spell Wars games
and fans of Crypto’s cerberus lines
should not miss our most involved and
outrageous deckbuilding experience
yet - in addition to the standard
experience of building a deck of
Creatures, Treasure, Spells, and
Wizards from the main line-up, you’ll
be in charge of one of five completely
unique gangs - from the aggressive
and straightforward Merkin, to the
controlling and more complex Kthulhu
Kids, and everything in between!
NOTE: This is *NOT* a stand-alone
product! The base game Epic Spell
Wars: Annihilageddon is required for
play! Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
CZE 28739........................... $25.00

Welcome to Let’s Dig for Treasure!, a ‘push
your luck’ card game based on the piece of
the same name from Steven Rhodes’ wildly
popular Sinister 70’s collection. Players
will take turns ‘digging’ by flipping over
the top card of the dig stack. Dig up as
many cards as you want before stopping
- but if you dig up an Evil Skeleton or too
many Worms cards - your turn will end
and you won’t score anything!
CZE 28869.................................$19.99

ZERO LEADER: CHINA EXPANSION

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
DV1 058C...................................$39.99

ZERO LEADER: MINIATURES

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
DV1 058D...................................$29.99

LET’S SUMMON DEMONS

Welcome to Let’s Summon Demons!, the
perfect blend of card-based strategy
and exciting dice rolling! Based off of
one of the most popular pieces in Steven
Rhodes’ beloved Sinister 70’s collection,
this delightfully dark but tongue-in-cheek
‘light strategy’ game has you assembling
a unique team of lovable boys, girls, and
animals from ‘the block’... in order to
summon demons!
CZE 28906.................................$19.99

GAMES

DIETZ FOUNDATION
GAMES

ZERO LEADER:
TRAINEE EXPANSION

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
DV1 058B...................................$19.99

DEVIR AMERICAS

CLAIM: REINFORCEMENTS MAGIC EXPANSION

Epic expansion with new mechanics for
Claim! Brand new cards like Potions,
Heroes, Artifacts and more! Claim is the
perfect quick easy and FUN 2 player
game now with TONS more ways to play!
A critically acclaimed trick taking game
that makes a great quick filler, perfect for
a cafe break, or date night! Scheduled to
ship in January 2021.
DPW CLMRMAG.........................$14.95

FREE AT LAST CIVIL RIGHTS
BOARDGAME

Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
DTZ 1964....................................$50.00

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

SUPERCHARGED!

RED CATHEDRAL

Tsar Ivan the terrible has ordered the
construction of a cathedral in honor of his
military victories. Many teams of builders
will take part in the construction, but only
one of them will stand out and gain the
favor of the Tzar. Scheduled to ship in
February 2021.
DVR DEVREDCAT.........................$34.99

DEEP WATER GAMES

2021
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Epic expansion with new mechanics for
Claim! Brand new cards like Potions,
Heroes, Artifacts and more! Claim is the
perfect quick easy and FUN 2 player
game now with TONS more ways to play!
A critically acclaimed trick taking game
that makes a great quick filler, perfect for
a cafe break, or date night! Scheduled to
ship in January 2021.
DPW CLMRMAP..........................$14.95

Supercharged! is a game about motor
racing in the 1930s. Each player controls
two racing teams: one in the top category
and another, slower, team unlikely to win,
but capable of reaching the podium.
Winning is adjusted based on the level of
cars a player selects, so taking the ‘best’
is not necessarily the optimal strategy for
victory when car bonuses and track layout
are considered. Game play is diceless with
action cards used to randomize player
order and events. Scheduled to ship in
January 2021.
DTZ 1929....................................$35.00

DRAGON EGG GAMES

MERCHANTS OF THE DARK ROAD

In Merchants of the Dark Road, you are
one of these brave few merchants that
travel the dangerous paths between cities.
Discover the capital city where most of
your actions will take place using a rondel
action system. Collect and produce items
to add to your caravan, or sell these items
to local heroes and hire them to travel
with you. Manipulate the market price of
items, visit the back alley sellers, or delve
a nearby dungeon for magical items to
gain the potential for even more coin and
notoriety. After all, what good is a purse
full of the coin if the people don’t sing
songs about you, and what good is a song
with an empty mug of ale? Scheduled to
ship in February 2021.
ECG 018.....................................$55.00

ENGINUITY
SPICY DICE 4-FUN PACK
DISPLAY (6)

The Spicy Dice 4-Fun Pack is a premium
product that includes 4 sets of dice (all 4
colors), 4 sets of matching markers, the
scorepad with Cheat Sheet, the pouch,
and 4 bonus games. NOTE: This item is
sold to retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
ENG 1115................................$179.70

NOVA LUX

7 SUMMITS

JAN

CLAIM: REINFORCEMENTS MAPS EXPANSION

ELF CREEK GAMES

Grab your gear! In 7 Summits, you are
a world classmountain climber. Use
the dice to your advantage to climb
the seven tallest peaks on the seven
continents, upgrade your equipment,
and advance your skills. Will you be
the first to climb them all? Scheduled to
ship in January 2021.
DPW 7SUM01....................... $29.95

CLAIM: REINFORCEMENTS MERCENARIES EXPANSION

Epic expansion with new mechanics for
Claim! Brand new cards like Potions,
Heroes, Artifacts and more! Claim is the
perfect quick easy and FUN 2 player
game now with TONS more ways to play!
A critically acclaimed trick taking game
that makes a great quick filler, perfect for
a cafe break, or date night! Scheduled to
ship in January 2021.
DPW CLMRMER...........................$14.95

The universe is on the brink of extinction.
The stars have burned into cosmic dust
and scattered worthless energy throughout
the vast black tapestry of space. There are
only a handful of star systems left that are
capable of supporting biological life. You
represent a federation of orphaned alien
species that have escaped systems with
collapsed stars aboard planetary Arks
of Salvation. You must re-establish hope
amidst the universal apocalypse. Nova
Lux is for 1 to 6 players, lasts roughly 15
minutes/player and combines resource
management, engine-building, and offturn action mechanics. It can be played
solo, competitive or semi-cooperative.
DEG 01001.................................$27.00

SPICY DICE DISPLAY (12)

Spicy Dice is a great new game using
custom, pearlized dice with rounded
edges and corners. It’s easy - roll to
score in the 10 categories, and the
highest total wins. Each die has one
red number which you may flip to any
other number or keep it red for bonus
scoring. Each base game contains a
set of 6 all-different Spicy Dice in one
of four colors. Customers can chose
their favorite color, as all four colors
are packed into each counter display.
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
ENG 1111.......................... $179.40

SPICY DICE EXPANSION PACK DISPLAY (12)

Required for the optional ‘Extra Spicy’ rules, these expansion packs contain an extra set
of dice in the 4 colors available in the base game. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in
full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
ENG 1112	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $71.40

FIRELOCK GAMES

BLOOD & PLUNDER: RAISE THE BLACK
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.

GAMES

EXPANSION BOOK
FGD 0113........................................... PI

New book containing the new rules for the
18th Century.
FGD 0119........................................... PI

PIRATES OF LEGEND

UNIT CARD BOX

FGD 0117........................................... PI

FGD 0118........................................... PI

BLOOD & PLUNDER

Scheduled to ship in March 2021.

SAILORS (PLASTIC)

FGD 0115........................................... PI

SLOOP (PLASTIC)

FGD 0114........................................... PI

SOLDIERS (PLASTIC)

FGD 0116	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

FIRST FISH GAMES

DUCKS IN TOW

In Ducks in Tow, you are walking
around the park feeding the ducks
their favorite food. When you
feed them, they start following
you and you must lead them to
their favorite location in the park.
When you successfully lead them
to their favorite location, you
take a photo with them and they
waddle off to find their friends.
Maybe you’ll see them again later
as you continue your walk around
the park. you will be completing
Location cards that will gain you
points at the end of the game.
Once you have completed a few
location cards, you might be able
to claim a Formation Card, which
will give you additional points at the end of the game.
FIS 0003	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$40.00
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FLYING FROG PRODUCTIONS
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GAMES

SHADOWS OF BRIMSTONE

HERO PACK DRIFTER

FFP 07H07..................................$21.95

HERO PACK PROSPECTOR

FFP 07H04..................................$21.95

HEROES OF LAND, AIR & SEA:
MERCANARY PACK 3

GLG HLASP501...........................$15.00

DRAGON LAND

Gamelyn
Games
has
unearthed the family gem
Dragonland by renowned
designer Reiner Knizia. First
published in Germany by
Ravensburger and then later
by Rio Grande Games, this
epic adventure game has
been restored and polished for
today’s families by Gamelyn
Games!
In
Dragonland,
players are aiding the Dragons
to secure their precious eggs
and treasure before the
volcanoes erupt! Dragonland
is easy enough for the younger
gamers to play and enjoy
while also offering compelling
choices for the adult strategists.
It’s fast, fun, and perfect for a
family game night! Join us in the land of dragons and get rich off the hordes of gems
to be had as your reward!
GLG DL001	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$30.00

TINY EPIC DEFENDERS
HEROES OF LAND, AIR & SEA:
NOMADS EXPANSION

GLG HLASP101...........................$20.00

Aughmoore is in ruins. The evil could not
be contained and its darkness has spread
to every region of the world. Shattering
villages and infecting all forms of life.
There has never been a more dire need for
Heroes. Everyone who remains must rise
up, must unite, and must risk everything
to preserve what little spirit remains. Tiny
Epic Defenders is a riveting small-box
cooperative game and it’s back with an all
new edition featuring new art, new abilities,
ITEMeeples and new rules making for more
exciting gameplay than ever before!
GLG TED.....................................$30.00

HEROES OF LAND, AIR & SEA:
ORDER AND CHAOS EXPANSION

Expand the fight and introduce 4 new
factions to the battle, along with a board
extender. Now this massive game is even
bigger and can support up to 6 players.
GLG HLASOC01..........................$80.00

HEROES OF LAND, AIR & SEA

Heroes of Land, Air & Sea is a RTS
inspired big box game. That features
4X game play. It breaks the mold of
regular 4X games in that it is easy
to learn, simple to play, and games
only last 2 hours. It is a Scott Almes
design after all, designer of the Tiny
Epic series.
GLG HLAS01...................... $100.00

7th Player Expansion including two
additional factions.
GLG HLASP01.............................$50.00

HEROES OF LAND, AIR & SEA:
PESTILIENCE BOOSTER PACK

JAN
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GLG HLASA02............................$15.00

GAMELYN GAMES

HEROES OF LAND, AIR & SEA:
PESTILENCE EXPANSION

2021

HEROES OF LAND, AIR & SEA:
SLEEVE PACK

HEROES OF LAND, AIR & SEA:
MERCANARY PACK 1

GLG HLASP201...........................$15.00

HEROES OF LAND, AIR & SEA:
MERCANARY PACK 2

GLG HLASP301...........................$10.00

Expand the world of Pestilence even further
w/ this booster pack. Includes more Spell
cards, sleeves for the Pestilence expansion
and 2 unique Mercenary vessels.
GLG HLASA03............................... $15.00

TINY EPIC DEFENDERS:
THE DARK WARK EXPANSION

Tiny Epic Defenders: The Dark War, an
expansion to Tiny Epic Defenders, is the latest
installment in Chronicles of Aughmoore. It
introduces new Heroic characters like the
Lionkin Charioteer and the Birdfolk Shadow
Walker. It also introduces new Epic Foes,
new Dire Enemies, and new Artifacts, but
more importantly it introduces new and
exciting features that keep players making
difficult choices from the edge of their seats.
These new features include a Campaign
Mode, with Enemy Generals, Skills that
Heroes can learn, Advanced Regions and
Caravans. Caravans represent the shattered
homes of villagers during this dark time and
are spread across all the Regions.
GLG TEDTDW..............................$30.00

TINY EPIC DINOSAURS

TINY EPIC GALAXIES: BEYOND
THE BLACK EXPANSION

It is time to go beyond the deep blackness
of space into the truly unknown universe
In Tiny Epic Galaxies: Beyond the Black,
players have access to four new ships that
they can upgrade their original ships to. To
do this, they will need to hire specialized
pilots. There are many pilots to hire, each
possessing a unique special ability. Pilots
are also specialized in what ships they are
trained to use. Hiring the right pilot for a
ship reduces that pilots cost. The more ships
a pilot is specialized in, the weaker their
special ability is. Pilots are hired by spending
unused dice that correspond with the four
different ship types, and are worth victory
points during play. Pilots are shuffled into a
deck and splayed out like planets.
GLG TEGBTB...............................$30.00

TINY EPIC KINGDOMS

Tiny Epic Kingdoms is a very approachable
small box board game! In Tiny Epic
Kingdoms, you rule! But whether you reign
supreme or crumble under pressure is
entirely in your hands. You will be exploring
lands and factions, expanding kingdoms,
exploiting opportunities, and exterminating
all those who question your rulebut so will
everyone else! The results of this tiny conflict
are nothing short of epic! In this surprisingly
simple, yet deeply engaging game, players
will be coming back for more and more.
With 13 unique and thematic factions and
16 unique territories no game will ever be the
same. This game truly achieves a grandiose
experience in a small box board game.
GLG TEK.....................................$30.00

TINY EPIC TACTICS

Wrangle your game board with this
24 14 premium neoprene gaming
mat. Specifically designed for Tiny Epic
Dinosaurs.
GLG TEDINOA01........................$25.00

TINY EPIC KINGDOMS:
HEROES CALL EXPANSION

TINY EPIC GALAXIES BLAST OFF (STAND ALONE)

TINY EPIC GALAXIES

In Tiny Epic Galaxies each player
controls a galactic empire, aiming to
expand their influence by acquiring
highly
contested
planets
and
increasing their cosmic armada. The
game revolves around an innovative
dice-rolling combo mechanic. Through
careful planning, you must make
the most out of your turn, taking the
available actions in whichever order
you consider most beneficial. But be
careful, as each of your opponents can
choose to follow each action you take
by expending valuable resources. This
means that it can always be your turn,
even when it is someone elses turn!
GLG TEG............................... $30.00

A world of peace has been torn asunder
by the opening of a vile portal from the
goblin kingdom. Nasty goblins pour into
the peaceful groves and villages of the elf
world, setting the realm ablaze. Now you,
the heroes, must quest in order to right
this wrong. There are two paths to victory:
closing the portal or slaying all the goblins.
Which one will you choose? Either way,
your quests will be aided by the help of the
surviving mushroom folk and by the epic
items that have been lost in the realms deep
dungeons. The world is ending quickly, so
you must act fast to save it, but you also
need to know when your luck will run out.
GLG TEQ.....................................$30.00

A Streamlined Successor to the best selling
game Tiny Epic Galaxies. BLAST OFF! Will
have you learning and teaching the game
faster than ever! Immediately shuffle the
Planet Deck, featuring 100% icon based
abilities, set them in orbit and you are
on your way. Turns will consist of rolling
Stunning Galaxy Dice and executing
simple actions that lead to epic play! Tiny
Epic Galaxies BLAST OFF! features an
off turn mechanic called following. This
ensures you will stay engaged and allows
for it to always be your turn.
GLG TEGBO................................$20.00

Explore. Exploit. Expand. Exterminate
all over again! In Heroes Call the war
continues and spreads further and further.
New factions have arrived from the north
igniting epic battles unlike any before.
Heroes rise over the fallen bodies of their
enemies. Kingdoms spread across the
frozen wastelands and through the snowy
peaks in search of silver. War Towers grow
taller than the trees. Who will be victorious
in the end? Heroes Call introduces several
new aspects to Tiny Epic Kingdoms: New
Factions, New Territories, Regions, &
Resource Type, New Hero Meeples and
Abilities, and New War Towers.
GLG TEKHC.................................$30.00

In Tiny Epic Tactics, players will have a team
of 4 unique heroes: a Fighter, a Wizard, a
Rogue and a Beast. Each hero type, and
each character within that type, offers
unique advantages to movement, attacks,
and/or support. Finding the synergy in
your team is key to victory.In competitive
play, players will pit their teams against
one another in effort to score the most
victory points by the end of the game. Each
turn, players will have 3 actions to assign
across their team. They can move and/or
attack with their heroes. Victory points are
rewarded for area control, enemy heroes
captured, and keeping your own heroes
alive. Gaining complete control of one,
or multiple, specific areas offers the most
victory points in competitive play.
GLG TET......................................$30.00

TINY EPIC MECHS
TINY EPIC GALAXIES: GAME MAT

Enjoy this 24 x 14 slip-resistant neoprene
gaming mat to give your intergalactic
conquest a smooth feel. It features the
Activation Bay, Planet spots and is great to
roll dice on. Look out for the Achievement
list also!
GLG TEGA01..............................$25.00

It’s the year 3030, and technology offers
humankind unimaginable entertainment.
What used to be virtual reality is now reality,
and sports that once occupied your flat-screen
now occupy the world stage. The largest of
them embodies the evolution and integration
of athleticism and machinery. Once every five
years, hundreds of millions of viewers tune
in to witness the spectacle that is M.E.C.H.s:
Mechanized Entertainment Combat Heroes.
Tiny Epic Mechs is an arena-style player-vsplayer action-programming game. It features
ITEMeeples with plastic molded power
armors and a Mech suit that the ITEMeeples
actually go inside of.
GLG TEM....................................$30.00

TINY EPIC TACTICS: GAME MAT
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TINY EPIC DINOSAURS:
GAME MAT

TINY EPIC QUEST

GAMES

In Tiny Epic Dinosaurs, players control a
team of ranchers and will be acquiring,
breeding and selling dinosaurs. The game
is played over 6 rounds. With each round
consisting of several short phases. In phase
one, players will harvest the resources from
their farm that are not being consumed
by dinosaurs. In phase two, players will
put their ranchers to work. This phase
has ranchers wrangling and buying new
dinosaurs to farm, improving their farms
security and supplies, vying for high dollar
contracts, and researching technologies
and unique dinosaur breeds.
GLG TEDINO...............................$30.00

This 26 x 26 slip resistant neoprene Tiny Epic
Tactics game mat beautifully and functionally
enhances your gameplay experience. The
mat provides an engaging environment for
your game and gives you all the space you
need to organize your team of Tacticians
with their own play slots, as well as spaces
for your Tactics deck, and room for your JAN
game boxes to sprawl. This game mat is a 2021
cant miss and gives you the best experience
possible in Tiny Epic Tactics.
11
GLG TETA01................................$30.00

GAME TANK

SWIRLPOOL

GAMES

TINY EPIC TACTICS:
MAP PACK EXPANSION

The Maps Expansion is a set of box covers
and scrolls. It includes everything needed
to convert the 6 Evergreen Woodlands
boxes into 2 different settings: the Winter
Highlands and the Savage Wastelands.
The Maps Expansion is usable with
ALL play modes. These are NOT just
aesthetic changes! These change the
gameplay drastically. Each map takes
a different approach to where control
areas are placed, how much space is
between the control areas and what
terrain surrounds them. This requires a
different strategy on how to approach and
defend the control areas resulting in a very
different experience!
GLG TETMP.................................$15.00

GKG AE317................................$15.95

TINY EPIC ZOMBIES: GAME MAT

Comes packed neatly in a new box.
Enjoy this beautiful 26’ x 26’ slip-resistant
neoprene gaming mat. It frames the game
Tiny Epic Zombies and puts you in the
action, at the Echo Ridge Mall. WATCH
OUT from all sides.
GLG TEZ01.................................$30.00

GMT GAMES

THE WIZARD’S DICE TOWER

The Wizard’s Dice Tower is a fully
functioning dice tower brick set. It comes
with a D&D 5e Campaign that revolves
around the tower and its two occupants.
The story is designed for a standard
D&D group of 4 and a DM. It includes a
beautiful set of instructions, a campaign
booklet, two minis, and battle maps.
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
GTN 1002...................................$45.00
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GATE KEEPER GAMES

AETHER DICE:
(7 POLYHEDRAL DICE SET)
Scheduled to ship in December 2020.

ULTRA TINY EPIC GALAXIES

TINY EPIC WESTERN

The West is growing day by day, and
youre looking to stake your claim. To win,
you have to gamble your relationships
with the most powerful bosses in town
to win influence. This influence comes
in many forms: Law, Money and Force.
If you’re clever enough, youll be able to
take claim over the buildings in the ever
growing boomtowns and gain powerful
abilities. At the end of the day, the boss
who has the best combination of wit and
bluff will become the most powerful tycoon
in the Wild Wild West.
GLG TEW....................................$30.00

GKG AE587................................$15.95

In 1992, Ted S. Raicer published his first
design in Command Magazine, 1918:
Storm in the West, covering the last nine
months of WWI on the Western Front. The
game was an immediate success and led
to the design of a Plan 1919 variant which
assumed a German defensive strategy
in 1918 and an all-out Allied assault to
win the war the following year. GMT
is pleased to offer a new boxed version
of these classic Great War designs, with
new artwork, and including an additional
1918 Allied Offensive scenario published
later in Command. Scheduled to ship in
November 2020.
GMT 2013..................................$49.00

ORK YORK

An unthinkable crisis has struck the Echo
Ridge Mall. A mysterious outbreak has
claimed the lives of nearly everyone
there... what’s worse is they are crawling
the stores and commons as Zombies
hungry for flesh. Only a few Survivors
remain. Are you among the Survivors? Or
are you one of the ravenous Zombies? The
choice is yours in Tiny Epic Zombies!
JAN GLG TEZ.....................................$30.00
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GALAXY

ULTRA TINY EPIC KINGDOMS

TINY EPIC ZOMBIES

2021

Ultra-Tiny Epic Galaxies is a complete
and unabridged version of Tiny Epic
Galaxies in a box the size of a deck of
cards. It plays the full spectrum of 1 to
5 players, has all 40 original planets,
and even includes the Satellites & Super
Weapons Mini-Expansion!
GLG UTEG..................................$15.00

1918-1919:
STORM IN THE WEST

You are a tiny kingdom with big ambition.
You want to expand your population
throughout the realms, learn powerful
magic, build grand towers, and have
your neighbors quiver at the mention
of your name. The conflict? All of the
other kingdoms want the same thing and
there’s not enough room for everyone to
succeed... In Tiny Epic Kingdoms, a 4x
fantasy game in a pocket-size package,
each player starts with a unique faction
(which has a unique technology tree) and
a small territory. Throughout the game,
players collect resources, explore other
territories, battle each other, research
magic, and work to build a great tower to
protect their realm.
GLG UTEK...................................$15.00

GKG AE248................................$15.95

APOCALYPSE ROAD

RASBERRY AND CREAM

GKG AE157................................$15.95

In the future the rules of racing no longer
apply. The racing circuits are not about
speed and guile. Now they resemble high
speed demolition derbies. The most famous
organized racing competition of them all,
the Apocalypse Road, is run by callous
thugs who encourage drivers to arm their
cars and literally destroy their opponents.
It is the Roman Coliseum reincarnated.
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
GMT 2012..................................$72.00

GOODMAN GAMES

HEDGEHOG HABERDASH
The game covers the height of the Gallic
Wars, the period between 57 BC and
52 BC when Caesar campaigned back
and forth across Gaul putting down one
rebellion after another while also invading
Germania and Britannia. Units are
individual Roman Legions or Gallic Tribes.
Each turn represents one year. Scheduled
to ship in November 2020.
GMT 2008..................................$60.00

DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS:
THE EMPIRE OF THE EAST

Officially licensed by the estate of Fred
Saberhagen, this hardcover sourcebook
offers everything you need to play DCC RPG
campaigns in the world of the Empire of the
East. While this sourcebook contains all you
need to play a campaign, Saberhagen’s
novels are an invaluable resource in
understanding the setting. We highly
recommend you also read the Saberhagen
Empire of the East series, available as a
modern compilation or in the original three
individual volumes, titled The Broken Lands,
The Black Mountains, and Ardnehs World.
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
GMG 5240.................................$29.99

MONZA 20TH
ANNIVERSARY EDITION

Our colorful classic racing game celebrates
its 20th anniversary with this limited edition
tin, and a new double-sided race track
board. The colored dice still tell players
where to drive on the track, but there’s a
new Advanced Drivers Variant with a bit
more strategy included as well! The first
player to cross the finish line wins and will
claim the Monza Trophy - until next time.
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
HAB 305850...............................$29.99

HORRIBLE GUILD

SENTINEL COMICS RPG
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.

MONSTER SLAUGHTER:
UNDERGROUND
Next War: Vietnam is the fifth game in the
Next War series. This game returns the action
to Asia and the powderkeg surrounding the
South China Sea. This time the Chinese
don’t launch a limited, punitive expedition;
they intend to crush the burgeoning threat
from their southern border once and for all.
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
GMT 2014..................................$89.00

ADVENTURE BOOK 1

GTG SRPG-DBXH.........................$29.95

DARKWATCH SOURCEBOOK

GTG SRPG-DWCH.......................$39.95

GUISE BOOK!

Monster Slaughter: Underground is the
first expansion for Monster Slaughter.
Terror sometimes makes you crazy... After
splitting up into small groups, stumbling
blindly through poorly lit rooms,now the
guests think they’re safe in the basement!
Will it be their salvation? Or... their tomb?
Scheduled to ship in February 2020.
LUM ANK250..............................$44.99

GTG SRPG-GUIS..........................$29.95

URBAN SETTINGS BOOK

GTG SRPG-URBS.........................$49.95

HABA USA

SIMILO: WILD ANIMALS

Similo is a cooperatived eduction game.
Each version comes with a deck of 30
cards, beautifully illustrated by Naade,
showing the portrait, name, and a brief
description of a series of characters
with a common theme. In Similo: Wild
Animals you will play with the creatures
of the wildlife! The Clue Giver must lead
the Guessers to identify one Secret
Character by playing other character cards
from his hand as clues, stating whether
they are similar to or different from the
Secret Character. Scheduled to ship in
February 2020.
LUM HG047..................................$9.99

SIMILO: ANIMALS
A TIME FOR TRUMPETS:
THE BATTLE OF THE BULGE,
DECEMBER 1944

This is a battalion level game of the Battle of
the Bulge. The game system incorporates a
number of concepts from two of the highly
playable games on the same subject: Bitter
Woods by The Avalon Hill Game Company
and the iconic battalion level Wacht am
Rhein from SPI in 1977. In addition, the
command and control concepts devised
for the TAHGC version of The Siege of
Jerusalem were utilized. Scheduled to ship
in November 2020.
GMT 2002................................$149.00

ANIMAL UPON ANIMAL:
A CHRISTMAS STACKING GAME

Which animal will make it to the top of the
Christmas pyramid? The players decide by
carefully balancing squirrels, snow bunnies,
penguins and reindeer on stars, fir trees,
sleds, and even on top of each other. The
first player to place all of his or her figures
safely on the pyramid wins this wobbly
Christmas stacking game. Scheduled to
ship in October 2020.
HAB 305732...............................$29.99

Similo is a cooperative deduction game.
Each version comes with a deck of 30
cards, beautifully illustrated by Naade,
showing the portrait, name, and a brief
description of a series of characters with
a common theme. In Similo: Animals you
will play with the creatures from the animal
world. The Clue Giver must lead the
Guessers to identify one Secret Character
by playing other character cards from
his hand as clues, stating whether they
are similar to or different from the
Secret Character. Scheduled to ship in
February 2020.
LUM HG046..................................$9.99

VAMPIRE THE
MASQUERADE: VENDETTA
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GREATER THAN GAMES

NEXT WAR: VIETNAM

GAMES

CAESAR: ROME VS GAUL

The hedgehog children are playing dressup. They want to have big spines in their
favorite colors. To do this, the players
need to draw leaves with the right colored
points out of the leaf bag, but be careful!
The wind can blow the leaves around so
that even leaves you thought were safely
yours fly away again! The first player
to completely decorate their hedgehog
with leaves in their color wins the game.
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
HAB 305588...............................$19.99

Vampire: The Masquerade - Vendetta is
an asymmetrical competitive card game
of strategy, bluff, and deduction, designed
by renowned game designers Charlie
Cleveland (Subnautica) and Bruno Faidutti
(Citadels). 3 to 5 players will take control
of one of the scheming vampires and fight
at several locations to win the support of
influential allies and ultimately challenge JAN
2021
the throne of Chicago. Scheduled to ship
in February 2020.
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INCARNATE GAMES

JORDAN DRAPER
GAMES

LOKE BATTLE MATS

BATTLE MATS: ADD ON SCENERY
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GAMES

Attention Adventurers! These reusable decals will keep your party rolling through any and
every encounter as your adventure can be personalised in seconds! These static clings
will work on any laminated RPG map to instantly add common spell effects and magical
elements to the scene! Scheduled to ship in January 2021.

SING FOR YOUR SUPPER

This new game is fun and simple: you get
rewarded with ‘Supper’ cards by ‘Singing
for Your Supper’ from the ‘Song’ deck.
Supper cards are used to create different
dishes, and the objective is to be the first
player or team to create a full course meal.
To sing a song, you must first decipher the
‘cue phrase’ on a Song card, recognize
the popular hit song, then sing aloud to
the table a portion of that song. Players
in clockwise order guess the name of the
song. The first to have the correct name
of the song title shares in the reward of
Supper cards. This continues with each
player, and the first to create a full course
meal wins!
SFY SBASE01..............................$19.99

I’d Eat That is a story telling game that
centers around everyone’s favorite cultural
topic of food! In this game, you will use
ingredient cards that have a wide range
of foods and even preparation methods,
which must be combined into a three
course meal. You will then present one
course at a time as a story, as wild or
unique as you would like to make it, and
all other participants will decide if they
would eat it or not! Originally designed
for an interactive art exhibit in Tokyo that
questioned what a game is, I’d Eat That
was developed in Japan and later toured
as a story collecting art project across
Eastern Europe before being produced
as a final product. Scheduled to ship in
January 2021.
JDG 77229.................................$20.00

MAGIC EFFECTS

LBM 019.....................................$12.99

TRIMMINGS

LBM 018.....................................$12.99

KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT
WAR & SEIGE

LBM 020......................................................$12.99

BATTLE MATS: BOOK
OF BATTLE MATS TOWNS & TAVERNS

YU-GI-OH! TCG: GHOSTS FROM THE PAST BOX DISPLAY (5)

History comes to life in Ghosts From the Past! This 136-card all-foil collectors set
bolsters 9 popular themes from the past, introduces 2 brand-new themes, helps
you build some of the Decks featured both in this booster and in recent Core
Boosters, and to top it all off, debuts 5 new Ghost Rares thatll be must-haves for
your collection! NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
KON 85237	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$74.95

Towns & Taverns Books of Battle
Mats is a set of two books of RPG
battle maps which line up to create
one endlessly evolving unban
fantasy battle map. Standard
entry/exit points and a 360 spine
allow you to create anything up to
a 24x24 play area from a set of
books that fits on your bookshelf
and in your bag! Scheduled to ship
in January 2021.
LBM 016.......................... $44.99

LAY WASTE GAMES

LIFE SIPHON

Your life is your only resource. Defeat the
player to your left to win. Defend from the
player to your right to survive. 2-4 player
combat with no elimination. Summon
powerful creatures, each with unique
JAN
2021 powers and abilities.
LWS 1401...................................$50.00
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I’D EAT THAT

BATTLE MATS: LITTLE
BOOK OF BATTLE MATS TOWNS & TAVERNS

RPG in style with these 6x6 maps as
you creep down city alleys and explore
suspicious streets and rooms which can
suddenly appear! Link your encounter
areas and bridge ter-rain gaps with this
invaluable little book of maps! Scheduled
to ship in January 2021.
LBM 017.....................................$12.99

MEDIEVAL LORDS
TEN SUNS

MODIPHIUS

GAMES

Ten Suns is a ‘blind bidding’ game that revolves
around the legendary archer from China, Houyi, who
shot down 9 Suns and saved China from scorching
heat. Players are Primordials who draw their energy
from the 10 Suns. As the Suns gradually disappear,
players must race to gain enough prestige to secure
a permanent position among the Gods. This can be
done in multiple ways, such as influencing entire lands
to worship them, repelling mythical beasts, building
palaces in their names and forming alliances with
other Gods. The game features famous locations in
China like the Great Wall, Xi An, and many others. It
also features other Gods and legends of ancient China,
including Chang’E and the Jade Rabbit. Learn more
about the ancient myths and legends of China as you
play the game! Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
MVL 011	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $30.00

ELDER SCROLLS: CALL TO ARMS (RESIN)
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.

MUH 0352059............................$50.00

SKELETON HORDE

MUH 052060..............................$49.00

FALLOUT: WASTELAND WARFARE
Scheduled to ship in December 2020.

FOG CRAWLER

MIRELURK HUNTERS

MIRELURK HATCHLINGS + EGGS

MIRELURK QUEEN

MUH 052008..............................$49.00

MUH 052007..............................$38.00

MUH 052006..............................$45.00
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DRAUGER GUARDIANS

MUH 052005...................................... PI

JAN
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MONDO GAMES

NORD GAMES
THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO ALCHEMY,
CRAFTING, AND ENCHANTING

GAMES

The Ultimate Guide to Alchemy, Crafting, & Enchanting
is the perfect addition to the world’s greatest roleplaying
game! This supplement introduces a brand new game
mechanic for creating items, potions, and magical
goods. It also provides hundreds of new, never-beforeseen illustrated magic items, both in-book and available
separately as magic item decks! Scheduled to ship in
April 2021.
NRG 2101..................................................... $40.00

KING OF MOVIES - THE LEONARD MALTIN GAME

This quick ‘n easy party game can be enjoyed by cinephiles and casual film fans alike,
and features classic reviews written by 80’s icon Leonard Maltin, the supreme king of the
silver screen. During gameplay, the Maltin character will prompt the table by sharing
an obscure film title drawn from 750 excerpts from Maltin’s rampaging repertoire of
reviews. The rest of the players (Imposters) each craft their own false movie synopsis while
attempting to mirror the writing style of the original King of Movies. Once the players
submissions are mixed up with the real synopsis, The Maltin reads them to the group out
loud while Imposters vote to identify which one they believe is Maltin’s own handiwork.
Points are earned by identifying the real review, or by fooling others into thinking yours
was written by Maltin.
MNG KOM001	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $25.00
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MONTE COOK GAMES
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PTOLUS: MONTE COOK’S
CITY BY THE SPIRE

Ptolus: a city of mysteries, secrets, and dark histories that
lies forever in the shadow of an impossibly tall spire, an
enigma and a reminder of evil long past. Below the city’s
streets a seemingly endless network of ancient dungeons
draw adventurers from all corners of the Empire. It’s
fantastic, with page after page of amazing sights and
ideas. Ptolus is massive: 672 pages plus a packet with
a poster map and dozens of handouts. Plus another
300 pages of downloadable content. All the content of
the legendary original, updated for two versions (5e or
the Cypher System) with new art and other upgrades.
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
5E COMPATIBLE
MKG 265..................................................... $149.99
CYPHER SYSTEM COMPATIBLE
MKG 264..................................................... $149.99

MR. B GAMES

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO ALCHEMY, CRAFTING, AND ENCHANTING
COMPENDIUM DECKS

The 4 Magic Item compendium decks are 50 card decks containing items from the book.
The cards are going to have one side be the art of the item and the other rules and stats
for each item. Each item will have a color banner on both sides to show the rarity of the
items for quick reference. Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
MAGIC ITEM COMPENDIUM - POTIONS, POULTICES & POWDERS
NRG 1078	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $15.00
MAGIC ITEM COMPENDIUM - RINGS & WONDROUS ITEMS
NRG 1077	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $15.00
RODS, STAFFS AND WANDS
NRG 1076	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $15.00
WEAPONS AND ARMORS
NRG 1075	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $15.00

OSPREY GAMES
FROSTGRAVE: THE RED KING

The Red King is the first supplement
designed for Frostgrave: Second Edition.
In this sprawling, epic campaign, wizards
will be pushed to their limits, fighting not
only against one another and the perils
of the Frozen City, but also against an
invading army. As the Red King’s power
grows, the laws of magic and nature will
start to bend. Can the wizards put aside
their differences long enough to oppose
this common foe, or will greed and
mistrust doom them all? Scheduled to ship
in December 2020.
OSP FGV015...............................$30.00

PAIZO PUBLISHING
CATTITUDE

Cattitude! is a family game for 1-5
players, that pits you and your friends
against each other to see which cat can
cause the most trouble – by collecting
cards, and moving around the board to
steal, knock over, and destroy various
items throughout the house! But be careful
– players will also get a chance to play
as the human – and try to catch cats in
the middle of their devious acts! Use evade
cards to frame others for your mischief or
sneak away to safety – but whatever you
do – DON’T GET CAUGHT! Scheduled to
ship in December 2020.
MIB MYD1032.............................$24.99

PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE MALEVOLENCE (P2)

STACKED

Stacked is a family game for 1-5 players,
that is part card game, and part dexterity.
The goal is to place blocks on top of a preset base to form a teetering tower. Without
knocking this tower over, the person to
bank the most points in their play pile wins!
After much debate on the “proper” way
to play Stacked, the designers decided
to include their 3 most popular modes of
play. Try them all and enjoy 3 games in
one! Scheduled to ship in December 2020.
MIB 1032....................................$59.99

The house has stood abandoned on its lonely
hilltop, brooding quietly over the ruins of a once
thriving town for decades. No one has lived within
its walls since the night a terrific storm flooded
the coastal town belowand since a tragedy struck
down the noble family that once dwelt withinbut
now, the mansion has attracted the attention of a
curious group of adventurers. What is the truth
behind the tragic past that empowers the evil that
grips the mansion today, and what might happen
to the world of Golarion if the sinister influences
that grow within these haunted walls are allowed
to build beyond the breaking point? Malevolence
is a horror-themed adventure for 3rd-level
characters written by James Jacobs featuring
sinister new monsters, mysterious magical items
and spells to discover, and a fully-detailed haunted house for players to explore,
exorcise, and endure. Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
PZO 9559	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$22.99

PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE PATH ABOMINATION VAULTS PART 3 - EYES
OF EMPTY DEATH (P2)

Death lurks in the darkness! The deepest levels of
the Abomination Vaults contain massive caverns
and a relic left behind by one of the Outer Gods.
The heroes must negotiate the ruthless politics of
insular drow, vampiric urdefhans, and stranger
creatures for the tools they need to vanquish
Belcorra Haruvex. Yet even as the heroes grow
nearer, the undead sorcerers power increases,
and the heroes must put her to rest before she
claims the full might of her malevolent patron.
Eyes of Empty Death is a Pathfinder adventure
for four 8th-level characters. Scheduled to ship in
March 2021.
PZO 90165...........................................$24.99

Enemies and allies from the Agents of
Edgewatch Adventure Path take their
places on your tabletop with the Agents
of Edgewatch Pawn Collection, featuring
more than 100 pawns for use with
Pathfinder Second Edition or any tabletop
fantasy RPG! Printed on sturdy cardstock,
each pawn presents a beautiful full-color
image of a monster or NPC from the
Agents of Edgewatch campaign, including
city guards, monstrous criminals, aberrant
horrors, and many other friends and foes!
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
PZO 1042...................................$24.99

With more than 300 classic and brandnew monsters, this 320-page beautifully
illustrated hardcover rulebook completes
the collection of creatures begun in the
first two Pathfinder Bestiary volumes.
From classic creatures like clockworks
and tooth fairies, returning favorites
like imperial dragons and mighty
titans, to brand-new menaces found
all over Golarion, this must-have tome
of monsters designed to challenge
characters of any level is an essential
companion to your Pathfinder game!
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
PZO 2107.............................. $49.99

PATHFINDER RPG:
BESTIARY 3 HARDCOVER
(SPECIAL EDITION) (P2)

With more than 300 classic and
brand-new monsters, this 320-page
beautifully
illustrated
hardcover
rulebook completes the collection
of creatures begun in the first two
Pathfinder Bestiary volumes. This deluxe
special edition is bound in faux leather
with metallic deboss cover elements
and a bound-in ribbon bookmark.
The perfect way to commemorate
Pathfinder’s new edition! Scheduled to
ship in March 2021.
PZO 2107-SE......................... $69.99

The crew of the Oliphaunt have been living
the good life, riding high after robbing a
Kalistocracy commerce barge. But when
old enemies join forces, the crew loses it
alltheir fortune, their reputations, and even
the Oliphaunt itself! Now theyre trapped
on Absalom Station with nothing but the
clothes on their backs. They’ll have to
cash in every favor, rely on every friend
they’ve ever made, dodge bounty hunters
and assassins, and rebuild a junk starship
that barely flies if they hope to catch their
enemies and reclaim whats theirs! Crash
and Burn is a Starfinder adventure for four
9th-level characters. Scheduled to ship in
March 2021.
PZO 7238...................................$22.99

STARFINDER RPG:
FLIP-MAT - SOLAR TEMPLE

Whether the heroes are mastering the secrets of
supernovas and black holes under the tutelage
of a master solarian or defending mystics in the
glare of a once-in-a-lifetime solar flare eruption,
no Game Master wants to spend time drawing
every meditation room and training courtyard.
Fortunately, with Paizos latest Starfinder FlipMat, you dont have to! This line of gaming maps
provides ready-to-use science-fantasy set pieces
for the busy Game Master. This double-sided
map features an ancient solarian hermitage
on one side and a futuristic cloister in space
on the other. Don’t waste time sketching when
you could be playing. With Starfinder Flip-Mat:
Solar Temple, you’ll be ready the next time your
players seek enlightenment among the stars! Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
PZO 7324	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $14.99

POKÉMON USA

PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-TILES WILDERNESS PERILS EXPANSION
PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT MALEVOLENCE (P2)

Bring your haunted adventures to
horrifying life on your tabletop with this
double-sided full-color Flip-Mat featuring
key encounter locations from the Pathfinder
Second Edition adventure Malevolence on
either side! One side depicts the ground
floor of a haunted mansion and the other
side shows the houses spooky upper
floor! Pathfinder Flip-Mat: Malevolence
measures 24’ x 30’ unfolded, and 8’ x 10’
folded. Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
PZO 30112.................................$14.99

There are regions in the wild where the
environment itself is hostile. Flip-Tiles:
Wilderness Perils Expansion is the newest
expansion to the Flip-Tiles: Wilderness
Starter Set. With 24 full-color 6 x 6-inch
double-sided tiles, each stunningly crafted
by cartographer Jason A. Engle, you can
peer into chasms and sinkholes, scramble
over treacherous terrain or through
churning surf, deal with dangerous
patches of quicksand or boggy swamps,
or face a roaring out of control wildfire.
All perfect for the next time the heroes
traipse too deeply into the uncharted wild!
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
PZO 4089...................................$19.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

PATHFINDER RPG: BESTIARY 3
HARDCOVER (P2)

STARFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE
PATH - FLY FREE OR DIE
PART 5 - CRASH & BURN

GAMES

PATHFINDER RPG: PAWNS AGENTS OF EDGEWATCH
PAWN COLLECTION (P2)

POKÉMON TCG: ALAKAZAM V BOX

With potent psychic powers and a pair of shining spoons, Alakazam V can outsmart
its opponents on the field of battle! The Psi Pokémon’s intelligence and memory
skills are off the charts, and its ready to take its place at your side. You’ll find the
brainy Alakazam V in both playable and display sizes, together with treasures from
Pokémon TCG booster packs.
PUI 29080748	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$12.00
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Q-WORKSHOP

RESTORATION GAMES

UNMATCHED: LITTLE RED RIDING
HOOD VS. BEOWULF
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STARFINDER DEVASTATION ARK
DICE SET (7)
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Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
REO 9305...................................$24.95

Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
QWS STAR1B..............................$13.00

RIVER HORSE

JIM HENSON’S
LABYRINTH: READY,
STEADY, WORM!

Ever wondered what the worms
get up to in the Labyrinth? Well,
wonder no more, as you join
them for a very serious game
of Ready, Steady, Worm! Four
worms enter... four worms
leave. But only one worm can
be the winner of this exciting
race to the edge! Get ready to
collect gems, use goblin-tricks to
tip the odds in your favor and
remember, the Goblin King can
twist everything in an instant by spinning the walls and changing the entire board!
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
RHL RHLAB007	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$39.95

ROXLEY GAMES
STEAMPUNK RALLY: FUSION (STAND
ALONE OR EXPANSION)

Steampunk Rally Fusion is a stand-alone
game that can be combined with the original
Steampunk Rally. It introduces new tracks with
unique event cards, new part abilities (Gear
Up and Overcharge), and a new card type:
Secret Projects. It also debuts new custom
dice representing powerful Fusion energy!
Take on the role of ingenious inventors from
history. Draft cards to invent your racing
contraption. Power your creations abilities
with combinations of steam, heat, electricity
and Fusion dice. Use cogs to augment bad
dice rolls and upgrade certain machine
parts. Smashing through damaging terrain
spaces may cause parts to fly off your
machine, constantly forcing you to adapt your strategy and discover new card synergies.
Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
ROX 202	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $54.99

SMIRK & DAGGER
THE NIGHT CAGE

The Night Cage is a cooperative,
horror-themed tile placement game
that traps 1-5 lost souls within another
wordly labyrinth of eternal darkness.
Equipped with nothing but dim candles,
you must work together to explore the
maze and escape. To win, players must
each collect a Key, find a Gate, and
escape as a group. But escape won’t
be easy.The weak glow of your candle
sheds light on only asmall area of the
maze at a time. As players move, new
pathways are revealed while old ones
disappear forever into the darkness, creating an ever-changing play space that requires
teamwork and collective strategy to navigate. Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
SND 1007	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $39.99
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SOURCE POINT PRESS

GAMES

CLAIM - A SONG OF IRE AND VICE

War has come to Unstablovakia, and the country’s
two most incompetent mercenaries realize it’s their
time to shine! King Ned is dead, drowned in a
wine barrel without any apparent heirs. Now, our
mercenary ‘heroes’ - a delusional goblin and his silent
doppelganger sidekick - fight with the five factions
that sprung up to claim the throne. Who will win? Will
the kingdom survive? And will there be anyone left to
pay the mercenaries? Based on CLAIM, the hit fantasy
card game from Deep Water Games, Claim: A Song
of Ire and Vice provides swords, sorcery, and satire in
a crazy, kingdom-stealing caper. Claim it while you
can! Scheduled to ship in December 2020.
SPP 10CL01010399....................................... $3.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
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Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
SHG BRV01	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $24.99

STUDIO 71

SUGAR HEIST

A reptilian horror, the hydra, oozes
corruption. It’s mere presence has
twisted the plants and warped the
creatures of the fetid swamp it calls
home. With many heads to contend
with - each one boasting animal
cunning, a winding neck, and sharp
teeth - careless trespassers will soon
find themselvestrapped in a thicket
of snapping jaws.
SFL EE-005	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$39.95

Sugar Heist is a card game where players
collect, trade, and steal candy cards.
Dominate your opponents and strategically
heist their sweets as you battle it out for
the biggest stash of candy. Sugar Heist is
quick to learn, family friendly, and takes
45 to 60 minutes to play. It was created
by Alex Clark, the comedian and animator
behind his self titled YouTube channel
(4.3M subscribers), and Zach Craley, TV
writer (Heroes Reborn, Marvel’s Avengers
Assemble, and Spider-Man).
S71 SHGAM...............................$20.00

THE UMBRELLA ACADEMY

The Umbrella Academy is a team of
super-powered children who fight evil
under the guidance of their guardian
and mentor, Dr. Reginald Hargreeves.
Members of the Umbrella Academy
include Spaceboy, The Kraken, The
Rumor, The Séance, The Boy, The
Horror, and The White Violin.
S71 UAGAME....................... $25.00

TALON STRIKES STUDIOS
CAMP PINETOP

You are the leader of a group of Scouts who are
exploring the wilderness. To win, level up your
scouts to the highest rank (Badger). Along the way,
you will need to collect skill badges, which will give
your scouts special abilities and allow them to level
up to the highest rank in the scout organization.
The gained abilities attach to your sash during play
so players have the feeling of adding to their sash
while they play through the game. Comes with a
solo adventure where you can complete a story
over 8 missions and gain powers and abilities over
the course of the adventure.
TSS 301.................................................. $30.00

EPIC ENCOUNTERS: VILLAGE OF THE GOBLIN CHIEF

Beware the giggling goblins and their cruel knives. Hidden in their treetop village,
they plot their raids and feast on whatever they can steal or kidnap. But goblin malice
is not the only threat in these parts. Far beneath the branches, the ground has begun
to rot, polluting the soil and spoiling harvests. And the goblins know why.
SFL EE-006	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$49.95

STEVE JACKSON GAMES

TINKERHOUSE

TINKER TURF SCI-FI TERRAIN

MUNCHKIN: MUNCHKIN
ENHANCERS EXPANSION

Flavor up your Munchkin experience with these 30
new monster, Treasure, Class, and Race enhancers!
Enhancers boost the strength of Items, monsters, and the
munchkins themselves, but beware! Your foes can turn
them against you as well. Munchkin Enhancers adds
more power, more challenge, and more backstabbing
fun to your games! Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
SJG 4257.........................................................$9.95

2021

BRAVO

STEAMFORGED GAMES

EPIC ENCOUNTERS:
SWAMP OF THE HYDRA

JAN

STRONGHOLD GAMES

INDUSTRIAL STARTER SET ABANDONED THEME

GTG TT-IND-ABN.........................$64.00

INDUSTRIAL STARTER SET NEUTRAL THEME

GTG TT-IND-NEU.........................$64.00

ULTRA PRO
INTERNATIONAL

ALCOVE FLIP BOXES

Scheduled to ship in May 2021.

INDUSTRIAL STARTER SET RED THEME

GTG TT-IND-RED..........................$64.00

UPI 15675........................................... PI

INDUSTRIAL STARTER SET STANDARD THEME

GAMES

DEATH DEALER

GTG TT-IND-STI...........................$64.00

TOY VAULT

UPI 15672........................................... PI

PATHFINDER 1000 PIECE
PUZZLE: BESTIARY

Scheduled to ship in December 2020.
TOY 50001........................... $24.99

FINE ART THE GREAT
WAVE OFF KANAGAWA

UPI 15348........................................... PI

WHERE THE WIND TAKES YOU
FROM AMY BROWN

UPI 15673........................................... PI
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FINE ART STARRY NIGHT

DRAGON BALL SUPER:
PLAYMAT

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.

PATHFINDER 1000 PIECE
PUZZLE: CORE RULEBOOK

Scheduled to ship in December 2020.
TOY 50000........................... $24.99
JAN
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UPI 15701........................................... PI
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ECLIPSE MATTE
SMALL SLEEVES (100)

Scheduled to ship in January 2021.

GOKU & PICCOLO

UPI 15703........................................... PI

UNISON WARRIORS

UPI 15702........................................... PI

DRAGON BALL SUPER STANDARD
SIZE DECK PROTECTOR 100CT

PACIFIC BLUE

UPI 15638........................................... PI

GAMES

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.

APPLE RED

UPI 15616........................................... PI

SS4 GOGETA

UPI 15698........................................... PI

SS4 SON GOKU

UPI 15697........................................... PI

ROYAL PURPLE

UPI 15646........................................... PI

ARCTIC WHITE
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

UPI 15612........................................... PI
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SS4 SYN SHENRON

UPI 15699............................................................... PI

SKY BLUE

UPI 15639........................................... PI

DRACONIC DICE

You’re playing with fire when you roll the Draconic
Dice! Be the first player to get rid of all of your dice
to win the game! Roll dragons and dispatch them to
invade your opponents. Any injured knights rolled
flee and are removed from the game. Roll fireballs
and those dice are moved to the center of the play
area to build an ever growing Fire-Pit. But be careful,
because if you fail to roll any fireballs on your turn
you get ‘burned’ and must take all the center dice
for yourself! Will you dispatch your dragons to
vanquish your foes and go out in a blaze of glory?
Scheduled to ship in December 2020.
UPE 10195.........................................................PI

ECLIPSE MATTE SMALL SLEEVES (60)
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.

ECLIPSE MATTE
SMALL SLEEVES (60)

Scheduled to ship in January 2021.

ARCTIC WHITE

JET BLACK

UPI 15613........................................... PI

PACIFIC BLUE

UPI 15614........................................... PI

UPI 15636........................................... PI

APPLE RED

UPI 15640........................................... PI

FOREST GREEN

UPI 15641........................................... PI

JET BLACK

UPI 15637........................................... PI

ROYAL PURPLE

UPI 15622........................................... PI

BLOOD RED SKIES

Scheduled to ship in November 2020.

SKY BLUE

UPI 15615........................................... PI

PUMPKIN ORANGE

UPI 15619........................................... PI

ARCTIC WHITE

UPI 15584........................................... PI

WLG AIRFIXBRS001............................. PI

Scheduled to ship in March 2021.

BOLT ACTION

Scheduled to ship in January 2021.

SMOKE GREY

UPI 15623........................................... PI

FOREST GREEN

FOREST GREEN

UPI 15588........................................... PI

POKÉMON TCG:
MASTER BALL

Scheduled to ship in January 2021.

CAMPAIGN - D-DAY BRITISH
& CANADIAN SECTORS

WLG 409910062................................ PI

2’ ALBUM

UPI 15671........................................... PI

JET BLACK

UPI 15585........................................... PI

FRENCH RESISTANCE LIGHT
ANTI TANK GUN

4-POCKET PORTFOLIO
HOT PINK

UPI 15621........................................... PI

UPI 15669........................................... PI

WLG 403011302................................ PI

9-POCKET PORTFOLIO

FRENCH RESISTANCE
LIGHT ARTILLERY

UPI 15670........................................... PI

WLG 40221TBA2................................ PI

9-POCKET PRO-BINDER

UPI 15665........................................... PI

FRENCH RESISTANCE
PIAT & ANTI-TANK RIFLE

DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES 65CT

WLG 40221TBA1................................ PI

UPI 15666........................................... PI

FULL VIEW DECK BOX

UPI 15667........................................... PI

PLAYMAT

UPI 15668........................................... PI

LEMON YELLOW

UPI 15620........................................... PI

SATIN CUBE

PACIFIC BLUE

UPI 15586........................................... PI

WARLORD GAMES

BLACK SEAS

Scheduled to ship in January 2021.

LIME GREEN

UPI 15618........................................... PI

FRENCH RESISTANCE SNIPER
& LIGHT MORTAR

WLG 402215505................................ PI

FRENCH RESISTANCE SQUAD

WLG 402215502................................ PI

FRENCH RESISTANCE
SUPPORT GROUP

WLG 402215508................................ PI

MARTELLO TOWER
APPLE RED

UPI 15587........................................... PI

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

UPI 15617........................................... PI
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AIRFIX PRESENTS
BLOOD RED SKIES

ECLIPSE MATTE
SMALL SLEEVES (100)

JAN

WLG BS01.......................................... PI
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GERMAN HEER WINTER
STARTER ARMY

WLG 402612003................................ PI
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WARLORD OF EREHWON

Scheduled to ship in December 2020.

ONNA-BUGEISHA
WITH LONGBOWS

WARLORD 3 PACK 9MM
REPLACEMENT BRUSH

WLG 693015007................................ PI

WLG 843419920................................ PI

SOVIET ARMY WINTER
STARTER ARMY

WINGZ MARKETING & SALES

WLG 402614002................................ PI

GAMES

TANKS, BUT NO THANKS!

WARLORD MAGNETS
& TWEEZER SET

WLG 843419915................................ PI

SOVIET PEOPLE’S MILITIA SQUAD

WLG 402214008................................ PI

Tanks, But No Thanks! is set on the battlefield
(grid board) where each player controls their
own tank battalion firing at other battalions
and trying to avoid enemy fire. At the
beginning of the game each player is given a
secret early victory mission card. On their turn,
players can choose between aiming and firing
at the enemy or move to evade the enemy.
There are also enhancements in the form of the
special bonus power cards and early victory
mission cards. The winner is either the player
who has the last battalion standing or the first
player to complete their early victory mission,
whichever happens first.
TRG TK001	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $39.99

VICTORY AT SEA

WIZARDS OF THE COAST

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Scheduled to ship in December 2020.

WARLORD MIXING BALLS (100)

WLG 843419917................................ PI

ADMIRAL GRAF SPEE
& ADMIRAL SCHEER

WLG 742411012................................ PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: KALDHEIM

HMS HOOD

WLG 742412018................................ PI

VICTORY AT SEA

WARLORD MIXING
BOTTLES (4) X 17ML

WLG 843419916................................ PI

Scheduled to ship in January 2021.

IMPERIAL JAPANESE NAVY
& MTB SECTIONS

WLG 749911000................................ PI

WLG 843419918................................ PI

2021

WARLORD 3 PACK 7MM
REPLACEMENT BRUSH

WLG 843419919................................ PI

WIZKIDS/NECA

WARLORD SUPER FINE DETAIL
BRUSH WITH 7MM & 9MM TIPS

JAN

30

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
BUNDLE
WOC C76070000	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
BOOSTER DISPLAY (12)
WOC C76130000	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
COMMANDER DECK CARTON (6)
WOC C76120000	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
DRAFT BOOSTER DISPLAY (36)
WOC C76050000	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
BOOSTER DISPLAY (30)
WOC C86380000	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
THEME BOOSTER DISPLAY (12)
WOC C76110000	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

WARLORD TAPE MEASURE

WLG 843419929................................ PI

REDCAP RUCKUS

Command a horde of Redcaps, capture
the Great Crystal, and control the
Mushroom Top Battlefield! Redcap Ruckus
is a tense dexterity game where victors
will rise and losers get pushed off the
battlefield - literally. What is a Redcap?
An English gnome who loves two things:
Fightin’; and Winnin’. Use your Redcaps
to push opponents’ gnomes off the edge.
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
WZK 87512................................$34.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS FANTASY MINIATURES:
ICONS OF THE REALMS

GAMES

© 2020 Wizards of the Coast

ADULT RED DRAGON PREMIUM FIGURE

The odor of sulfur and pumice surrounds a red dragon, whose swept-back
horns and spinal frill define its silhouette. Its beaked snout vents smoke
at all times, and its eyes dance with flame when it is angry. The Adult
Red Dragon is the next release in the series of premium chromatic dragon
figures. Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
WZK 96032.............................................................................. $69.99

Introducing an all new line of miniatures product by WizKids! These 2D minis are an
inexpensive way to gain a huge assortment of miniatures. Perfect for new adventurers! .
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.

RIME OF THE FROSTMAIDEN 2D FROST GIANT

WZK 94506................................$14.99

RIME OF THE FROSTMAIDEN 2D FROST GIANT SKELETON

WZK 94505................................$14.99

RIME OF THE FROSTMAIDEN - 2D YOUNG ADULT WHITE DRAGON

WZK 94507	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $14.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS FANTASY MINIATURES:
ICONS OF THE REALMS THE YAWNING PORTAL INN
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS FANTASY MINIATURES:
ICONS OF THE REALMS ICEWIND DALE

BARS & TABLES

Enhance your experience in D&D
Icons of the Realms: The Yawning
Portal Inn even further with Bars
& Tables! This set will give you
even more accessories to recreate
Waterdeep’s popular gathering
place for your game night. From
tables and chairs, to additional
bar pieces, you’ll be ready to set
the scene.
WZK 96045.................... $49.99
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Render Example

THE YAWNING PORTAL INN PREMIUM SET

© 2020 Wizards of the Coast

The Yawning Portal Inn Premium Set includes everything you need to assemble your own diorama of Waterdeep’s Yawning Portal for play. This set features
all the landmark pieces from the famous tavern, including the renowned dry well to lower your party into Undermountain! More than 130+ pieces make up
the most ambitious Dungeons & Dragons play space that WizKids has ever created to date. This commanding set includes three floors, LED lit elements, and
premium high-definition miniatures. All pieces in this impressive set come pre-painted with premium paints. Features: LED lit fireplace, Color changing LED lit
well (Red, White and Purple), featuring an infinity mirror design, Grimvault Sword attached to a mantle which attaches to the wall Statue of Tymora. Includes a
premium painted Durnan miniature. Multiple stairwells and furniture including bars, bar stools, beds, chairs, tables and more! 28mm scale – works perfectly
with existing D&D Icons of the Realms miniatures and sets. Removable walls on the first floor.
WZK 96016	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $349.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS ICONS OF THE REALMS: SET 18
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.

BEDS & BOTTLES

GAMES

Make sure you have everything
you need for a memorable game
night at D&D Icons of the Realms:
The Yawning Portal Inn! With
Beds & Bottles, you’ll enjoy a
variety of tables and chairs, kegs
and barrels, and even two styles
of beds to help set the scene.
Waterdeep’s popular gathering
place is ready to come to life at
your table.
WZK 96044.................... $49.99

BONEYARD BRICK (8)

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
WZK 96036............................................................................ $159.92

BONEYARD PREMIUM - BLUE DRACOLICH

WZK 96038.............................................................................. $69.99

BONEYARD PREMIUM - GREEN DRACOLICH

WZK 96039.............................................................................. $69.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS ICONS OF THE REALMS

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Scheduled to ship in April 2021.

WILD SHAPE & POLYMORPH
SET 1

This set contains: Giant Boar Tiger Rat
Cat, Giant Octopus, Giant Toad, Giant
Scorpion, Giant Shark.
WZK 96046................................$44.99

WILD SHAPE & POLYMORPH
SET 2

This set contains: Owl, Giant Eagle, Brown
Bear, Polar Bear, Dire Wolf, Giant Ape,
Giant Wolf Spider.
WZK 96054................................$44.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS IDOLS OF THE REALMS
2D MINIATURES
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.

FRIENDLY FACES PACK

Bring some familiar names and characters into your encounters with D&D
Icons of the Realms: The Yawning Portal Inn Friendly Faces. Your campaign
will come to life with notable citizens of Waterdeep, like Volothamp Volo
Geddarm and Jalester Silvermane! With seven friendly faces included in
this set, everyone will be immersed in game night in no time!
WZK 96018.............................................................................. $39.99

DUNGEON OF THE
MAD MAGE SET 1

WZK 94508................................$14.99

DUNGEON OF THE
MAD MAGE SET 2

WZK 94509................................$14.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS FANTASY MINIATURES: ICONS OF THE REALMS PREMIUM FIGURES W5
Scheduled to ship in February 2021.

JAN DWARF FIGHTER MALE WZK 93037.................................................................. $7.99
2021

ELF DRUID MALE WZK 93040........................................................................... $7.99
ELF FIGHTER MALE WZK 93039........................................................................ $7.99
34
GNOME WIZARD MALE WZK 93038................................................................ $7.99
GOLIATH BARBARIAN FEMALE WZK 93033	������������������������������������������������������ $7.99

HALFLING FIGHTER FEMALE WZK 93036	���������������������������������������������������������� $7.99
HUMAN RANGER FEMALE WZK 93035............................................................. $7.99
HUMAN ROGUE FEMALE WZK 93032............................................................... $7.99
HUMAN WIZARD FEMALE WZK 93034............................................................. $7.99
HUMAN WIZARD MALE WZK 93041................................................................ $7.99

STARFINDER BATTLES

WARLOCK TILES: ACCESSORIES

Scheduled to ship in March 2021.

PLANETS OF PERIL BRICK (8)

KITCHEN

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
WZK 16526..............................................................................................$49.99

MERCHANTS

Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
WZK 16529..............................................................................................$49.99

TAVERN

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
WZK 16525..............................................................................................$49.99

GAMES

Blast off into a galaxy of adventure
with Starfinder Battles: Planets of Peril!
Step into your powered armor and
grab your magic-infused laser rifle as
you investigate the mysteries of a weird
universe with your bold starship crew.
Will you delve for lost artifacts in the
ruins of alien temples? Strap on runeenhanced armor and a laser rifle to
battle undead empires in fleets of bone
ships, or defend colonists from a swarm
of ravenous monsters? Maybe you’ll
hack into the mainframe of a god-run
corporation, or search the stars for
clues to the secret history of the universe
or brand new planets to explore.
Planets of Peril is a set of 32 all new
Starfinder Battles minis for play with the
Starfinder Battles Role Playing Game. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in
full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
WZK 99003	��������������������������������������������������������������������������� $119.92

TOWN WATCH

Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
WZK 16530............................................................................................. $49.99

TORTURE CHAMBER

Blast off into a galaxy of
adventure with Starfinder
Battles Planets of Peril! Step
into your powered armor
and grab your magicinfused laser rifle as you
investigate the mysteries of
a weird universe with your
bold starship crew. Will you
delve for lost artifacts in the
ruins of alien temples? Strap
on rune-enhanced armor
and a laser rifle to battle
undead empires in fleets of bone ships, or defend colonists from a swarm
of ravenous monsters? Maybe you’ll hack into the mainframe of a god-run
corporation, or search the stars for clues to the secret history of the universe
or brand new planets to explore.
WZK 99004	����������������������������������������������������������������������������� $59.99

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
WZK 16527...............................$49.99

WARLOCK TILES: DUNGEON TILE III
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.

WARLOCK TILES: ACCESSORIES
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

PLANETS OF PERIL
DOCKING BAY
PREMIUM SET

ANGLES

MARKETPLACE

WZK 16528	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$49.99

Your players will wonder whats around the corner with the WarLock Tiles Dungeon
Tiles III - Angles Expansion! Now you can create even more complex configurations
when you add these to your WarLock Tiles collection. Explore the minotaurs maze or
wind your way through the deepest dungeons. Diagonals, corners, and sharp turns
are easy and youre sure to set a memorable scene for your game play!
WZK 16512	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$79.99
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CURVES

Explore the twists and turns of the darkest dungeons with WarLock Tiles: Dungeon
Tiles III - Curves Expansion! Create winding tunnels beneath the castle keep or a
wizards abandoned tower from time gone by with a variety of curved pieces. Made to
work with other WarLock Tiles sets, the possibilities for your terrain scenes are endless!
WZK 16516	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$79.99

TOWN SQUARE

With the WarLock Tiles: Town and Village: Town Square, the chase is on through
the city streets. As the echoing footfalls on cobblestone fade into the night, only the
heavy thud of a sewer lid around the corner betrays the location of the runaway thief.
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
WZK 16521............................................................................................$129.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

WIZKIDS 4D WAR MACHINES
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.

BATTERING RAM
TOWN & VILLAGE III - ANGLES

WZK 75005................................$39.99

Discover whats around the bend with WarLock Tiles: Town & Village III - Angles
Expansion! Wander through the halls of the lords manor or ascertain the source
of mysterious happenings in the storage rooms of the local inn. Diagonals, sharp
turns, and corners are easy to build with this helpful set. Youll be creating memorable
encounters in no time! Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
WZK 16513	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$79.99
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TOWN & VILLAGE III - CURVES

Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
WZK 16519	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$79.99

WZK 75004................................$39.99

WORLDSHAPPERS

CURATORS

JAN

CATAPULT

Curators is a Euro-style, tile-laying game for 1-4 players in which players build museums
and their collections to attract visitors.Your job as curator is to expand the museum and its
collection. With help from your employees you will build new wings and collect objects to
put on display in the museum.The employees are represented by five chips that are used
to determine what different actions you may take in the game. Select your action from the
face up chips, flip the chip over to show you have used it. This will reveal a different action
on the other side which you can use at a later time. Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
WSB G000002	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $50.00

WYRD MINIATURES

MALIFAUX

EXPLORERS SOCIETY DIRTY WORK

EXPLORERS SOCIETY
STARTER BOX

WYR 23808................................$55.00

WYR 23807................................$24.00

WYR 23805................................$18.00

WYR 23809................................$50.00

EXPLORERS SOCIETY IVAN
CORE BOX

WYR 23806................................$55.00

EXPLORERS SOCIETY
WANDERLUST

WYR 23804................................$40.00

EXPLORERS SOCIETY
MALISAURUS REX

WYR 23803................................$45.00

OUTCASTS OUTCAST STARTER BOX

WYR 23528................................$50.00

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

EXPLORERS SOCIETY
SAND WORM

GAMES

EXPLORERS SOCIETY ANYA
CORE BOX

THROUGH THE BREACH RPG: FROM NIGHTMARES

WYR 30108............................................................$45.00
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